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Hands-On Penetration Testing with Python: Enhance your ethical hacking skills to build automated and intelligent systemsPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Implement defensive techniques in your ecosystem successfully with Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Identify and expose vulnerabilities in your infrastructure with Python
	
			Learn custom exploit development
	
			Make robust and powerful cybersecurity tools with Python

...
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Snort for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Find out how to foil an attack on your network
    Choose the right way to deploy and configure Snort — no experience required!    

    Who knows what evil is poking around your network perimeter? Snort will sniff out worms, system crackers, and other bad guys, and this friendly guide helps you...
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Business Intelligence with MicroStrategy CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 90 practical, hands-on recipes to help you build your MicroStrategy business intelligence project, including more than a 100 screencasts


	Overview

	
		Learn about every step of the BI project, starting from the installation of a sample database
	
		Design web reports and documents
	...
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The Shellcoder's Handbook: Discovering and Exploiting Security HolesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Uncover, exploit, and close security holes in any software or operating system
    Every day, patches are created to cover up security holes in software applications and operating systems. But by the time you download a patch, it could be too late. A hacker may have already taken advantage of the hole and wreaked havoc on your system. This...
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Quick! Show Me Your ValueAmerican Society for Training and Develpment, 2004
Trainers and other workplace learning and performance professionals have long sought a seat at the executive table. But getting this powerful seat has always been an illusive goal. 

Quick! Show Me Your Value is the first book designed specifically to help these professionals confidently communicate their true value at the most...
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Investigating Internet Crimes: An Introduction to Solving Crimes in CyberspaceSyngress Publishing, 2013

	Written by experts on the frontlines, Investigating Internet Crimes provides seasoned and new investigators with the background and tools they need to investigate crime occurring in the online world. This invaluable guide provides step-by-step instructions for investigating Internet crimes, including locating, interpreting,...
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The Complete Metasploit Guide: Explore effective penetration testing techniques with MetasploitPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Master the Metasploit Framework and become an expert in penetration testing. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Gain a thorough understanding of the Metasploit Framework
	
			Develop the skills to perform penetration testing in complex and highly secure environments
	
			Learn...
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The Shellcoder's Handbook: Discovering and Exploiting Security HolesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The black hats have kept up with security enhancements. Have you?
   In the technological arena, three years is a lifetime. Since the first edition of this book was published in 2004, built-in security measures on compilers and operating systems have become commonplace, but are still far from perfect. Arbitrary-code execution...
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Hacking: The Next Generation (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009
With the advent of rich Internet applications, the explosion of social media, and the increased use of powerful cloud computing infrastructures, a new generation of attackers has added cunning new techniques to its arsenal. For anyone involved in defending an application or a network of systems, Hacking: The Next Generation is one of the...
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Managing and Using Information Systems: A Strategic Approach (Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Managers do not have the luxury of abdicating participation in information
	systems decisions.Managers who choose to do so risk limiting their future business
	options. Information systems are at the heart of virtually every business interaction,
	process, and decision, especially when one considers the vast penetration of the
	Web in the...
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The Basics of Hacking and Penetration Testing: Ethical Hacking and Penetration Testing Made EasySyngress Publishing, 2011

	I suppose there are several questions that may be running through your head
	as you contemplate reading this book: Who is the intended audience for this
	book? How is this book different from book ‘x’ (insert your favorite title here)?
	Why should I buy it? Because these are all fair questions and I am asking you
	to plunk...
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Advanced Penetration Testing: Hacking the World's Most Secure NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Build a better defense against motivated, organized, professional attacks


	Advanced Penetration Testing: Hacking the World's Most Secure Networks takes hacking far beyond Kali linux and Metasploit to provide a more complex attack simulation. Featuring techniques not taught in any certification prep or covered by...
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